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Precautions
Please do not handle the receiver while driving to avoid possible distraction.

Do not disassemble or tamper with the receiver, it may cause damage and mal-
function of the circuit.

The receiver is not waterproof, protect yourself from heavy rain.

Please clean the receiver with a damp cloth. Do not use alcohol, thinner or solu-
tions such as benzene to clean it.

Charge the batteries

also use a computer or car cigarette lighter to charge the battery via the USB 
cable. Discharged batteries take 2 hours to fully charge.

If you connect them incorrectly, it could cause da-
mage to the batteries.

1 Insert the batteries into the charger by exten-
ding the spring.

2 Connect the wall adapter cable to 
the USB port.

Warranty conditions -
 GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE

The manufacturer warrants that their products will be free from defects of 
workmanship for 3 years from the date of purchase, excluding from warranty 
that damage caused from delivery, misuse or normal wear and tear incurred 
during use.

- Warranty will neither include damage caused from electric discharge or inap-
propriate use of the material. Warranty will be void in case of external factors 
such as power surge or power fall, use of inappropriate or prohibited acces-

-

the manufacturer.

- The responsibility of the manufacturer will be limited to substitute or repair the 
faulty parts during the warranty period. Under no circumstances the manufac-

- Similarly, the manufacturer accepts no judicial responsibility for malfunctions 
or accidents and everything that might arise directly or indirectly from the misu-
se of our materials, whether in warranty or not.

- During the warranty period, in case of return for repair, customers will have to 
make their own arrangements through any postal carrier and pay the freight. 
The manufacturer will send the goods back to the customer prepaying the 
shipment.

- Faulty products will be repaired or replaced according to the validity of the 
warranty. In case of claim, purchase invoice, original wrapping and manuals will 

- Warranty will be void in case of product opening or manipulation. In order to 

from the manufacturer company. 

- This warranty does not include the repair and replacement of products from 
other companies, nor replaceable parts such as antenna or lid. These products 

device in order to protect your animal’s security.
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Light sensor

Antenna connector

Overview

ON/OFF

Teclas

Menú / OK

 Key                                          Function

Keys

IMPORTANT: Make sure the antenna is properly deployed.

SCAN / TUNE

VISTA TRASERA

Speaker

Battery housing

Gain keys
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MANUAL TUNING
We must pay the utmost attention to the pip, pip of radio tracking. If we hear 
“beeps” high and bass sounds, it will be indicating that the transmitter has mo-

have to display the manual tuning screen.(TUNE)

return to the search 
screen

Automatic tuning
Transmitter channel

Smitter
(Signal indicator)

Long press
TUNE

Exit to search screen 
without saving

Utilizar los botones de ganancia 
para desplazarnos

Technical characteristics
Power supply: 6 volts.
Receiver sensitivity: -146 dBm
Autonomy: 12 hours

Weight (without antenna) : 138g
Dimensions (without antenna): 130x66x21 mm
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FIRST STEPS

memories.

Use the gain buttons to scroll

Select OK to start the 
automatic tuning of the 

transmitter.

The transmitter must 
be close to the receiver

IMPORTANT
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Battery status

MAIN SCREEN

Bottom info bar:

Transmitter information: It tells us which transmitter and channel we are 
   searching for.

Shows the name assigned to the custom code.

Maximum value 
of the smitter

Smitter
(Signal indicator)

Name / Channel
Searching

Gain Side buttons

PT4: 
hearing the beep, beep. The PANTHER + is able to detect these weak signals and 
generates a louder beep.

Correct tuning 
indicator
(It will light up when
we are well tuned)

POWER SIGNAL PT4 (listen for us) 


